REED CARE
AND ROTATION
Stay Healthy and Sound Your Best
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the world of reeds. It’s been
our paradise since 1905. Vandoren is a
fourth generation company that wants
to give you the tools you and your band
students need to keep your reeds in prime
condition and sound your best.
Proper reed care and rotation improves the
longevity and performance of your reeds,
and any student can do it.
This is our guide to get you and your
students started.
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THE BREAK-IN PROCESS
WHY BREAK-IN?
Cane reeds are a 100% natural product made
from the Arundo Donax plant. With this in mind, it’s
important to treat them gently right out of the box to
maximize their performance potential. This is where
the break-in process comes into play.
A good break-in process allows reeds to adjust to
their new environment and gradually get used to
making music. In the end, you’ll notice your reeds
lasting longer and sounding better. Here’s what to
do:
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HOW TO BREAK-IN REEDS
It all starts with a new box of reeds.

1.

Remove reeds from packaging.

2.

Wet your reeds.

3.

Play each reed for a few minutes.

4.

Remove from mouthpiece, wipe down, store.

5.

Play reeds progressively longer
each day for a week.
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TEACHING BASIC
REED ROTATION
WHY ROTATE?
A rotation is a key component of basic reed care
and hygiene. The basic goal is to play a different
reed each day or playing session. An effective
rotation ensures the maximum lifespan and
performance of that reed while also minimizing the
gunk and germ buildup that results from poor reed
care. It will also ensure your embouchure stays in
tip-top shape along the way.
Long story short, EVERYONE should be rotating
their reeds. Even beginners. Follow our 5 step
process on the following page.
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5 STEPS
1.

TO A BEGINNER REED ROTATION

OPEN

Open your reeds from the FlowPacks and carefully
remove from the packaging. Start by breaking in
2-4 reeds.

LABEL

2.
3.
4.
5.
PRO
TIP

Label your reeds to keep track of
which reed you just played and which
is next in line. This can be done in
M&W
a variety of ways (numbers, letters,
colors, etc). This example uses days of
the week, which works wonders for beginners.

TU & TH

ROTATE
Rotate your reeds according to
the days of the week.

STORE

Next, wipe off excess saliva and store reeds in a
quality case between sessions. Inspect daily for
damage or filth. Discard damaged or gross looking
reeds immediately regardless of their age.

REFRESH

At the beginning of each month, “refresh” your rotation by
replacing your old reeds with fresh, broken-in reeds. This is
the key to a successful and hygienic reed rotation.

Pro Tip #1: Grow your rotation! Professionals routinely
have 5-10 reeds in rotation to ensure success regardless
of variables at play.
Pro Tip #2: Replace reeds based on performance - not
the calendar. Professionals replace reeds based on what
they hear, feel and see.
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WHEN TO CHANGE
CHIPS
Chips are inevitable. But any woodwind
player can tell you it severely affects the
sound. Replace immediately.

MOLD
Mold can be white, brown, black, and
yellow and can appear on the front and
back of the reed.
Gross! Discard and replace immediately.
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REED STORAGE
QUAD PACK
The Quad pack holds 4 reeds and is an excellent
introduction to beginner reed rotation. Contact your
local music store.

VANDOREN REED CASE
Our Traditional blue case has a hard
shell exterior, designed to give you an
affordable case with protection.
Grooved ridges to promote air
circulation.

HYGRO REED CASE
The Hygro case has a humidity
indicator for proper storage and each
case is washable with soap and water.

TOO DRY
ADD WATER

OPTIMAL
HUMIDITY
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TAKE
THE
PLEDGE.
Hold you and your students accountable.
Post a photo or video using #iPledgeToRotate for a chance
to win free stuff in our monthly Vandoren drawings.

PLEDGE TO ROTATE

TAG US @VANDORENUSA
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